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by Miclzael Freenian 
This note is a brief exposition of recent results. No proofs are offered, 
except for sollie very simple examples. 
Let M  be a compact Hausdorff space and C ( M )  the algebra of all con- 
tinuous colnplex valued functions on ill. C ( M )  is a Banacli algebra under 
the uniform norm 
A jzlnction algebra on M  is a closed subalgebra A of C ( M )  containing the 
identity and separating tlie points of M .  Tlie latter colidition mealis that 
if p and g are distinct points of M  there exists a function f in A such that 
f (P) Z .f(q). 
A classical example is obtained when M  is a compact set in the plane 
and Ais the f~~nct ion  algebra generated by z,  the usual complex coordinate. 
Here the description of A is the probleni of uniform approxin~ation on M  
by polynomials. If M does not separate tlie plane, then Mergelyan [5] 
hassliown that A is the algebra of all continuous functions on M  which are 
holomorphic at interior points. If we replace 2 by a more general continuous 
f~inction f on M, then f must be injective in order for tlie algebra A it generates 
to separate the points of M .  Thus f is a homeomorphism, and it transports 
the new problem back to tlie previous one with M replaced by f ( M ) .  Si~lce 
f  ( M )  docs not separate the plane if this is true of M, f induces an isometric 
isomorpliism of A with the algebra of continuousfunctions on f ( M )  wliicli 
are holomorphic at interior points. 
It should be mentioned that M does not separate the plane if and only 
if the maximal ideal space M A  of the Banacli algebra A contains no other 
complex homomorphisms than those arising from evaluation at points 
of M .  When this occurs for a function algebra A we say MA = M. 
111 fact, the condition M A  = M is usually assumed for the results below, 
and we should review some basic facts about MA. We shall discuss algebras 
A generated by a set F of conti~iuous complex valued functions separating 
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the points of' M. T ~ L I S  A consists of all uniform limits of polynon~iaIs in 
the f~inctions of F. I n  case F = {f,, +.. , f , , )  is finite, the frinctiotis fj are 
the coordinates of a liomeomorpliisrn also denoted F: M -+ C .  By means 
of this map tlie description of A beconies equivalent to the problem of 
characterizing those contiriuous functions on F ( M )  which can be uniformly 
approximated by poly~iomials i n  z , , . . . , ~ , ,  ttlc usual coordinates in C". 
The condition that M A  = M is equivalent [?'I to requiring that F ( M )  be 
polj~tzomially convex. A conipact set K in C" elljoys this property if for 
each poitit z $ K there exists a polynolnial 11 in n variables such that 
An application of the maximum principle shows tliat when n = 1 this 
reduces to Mergelyan's condition that C - K be connected. However, a 
usefir1 characterization of this property is presently ~~navailable in Iiigher 
dimensions. In general, M A  can be identified [7] with tlie smallest poly- 
nomially convex set containing F(M) ,  called its polynomial hull. 
Returning to compact sets M in the plane, let us consider the algebra A 
generated by a set F = (f,g) of two functions. We suppose that M is a 
closed disk centered at 0. This problem was also treated by Mergelyan [5], 
who found as a consequence of his result above that if g = z and f is a real 
valued function none of whose level sets separate the plane, then A consists 
of all continuous functions on M which are holomorphic at the interior 
points of each level set o f f .  I11 particular, if no level set has interior points, 
then A = C(M) .  
A different tack was taken by Wermer [83 who considered 2 and a con- 
tinuously differentiable complex valued filnction f .  He showed that the set 
plays an important role in the structure of A(&"(() = 0 means that f satisfies 
the Cauchy-Riemann equations at (). 111 fact, under the hypothesis that 
M A  = M, he found that A is the set of all continuous functions f on M 
whose restriction f 1 E to E is in the uniform closure R(E)  on E of the rational 
filnctions with poles o~itside E. Since much is known about the algebra 
R(E)  this amounts to a very explicit description of A. For example, if E 
has plane measure zero, then a theorem of Hartogs and Rosenthal [3] 
yields R(E)  = C(E),  so tliat A = C(M) .  If E has only finitely many com- 
plementary components in the plane, then R(E)  is all continuous functions 
on E which are holomorphic at interior points [5]. This yields a corre- 
sponding description of A. 
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Wermer's assumption that M A  = M  can be shown to be necessary, 
since the maximal ideal space of R(E) is always E. 
We consider a simple example in which f ( z )  = 1 z  1'. Here E  = (0) so 
that Wermer's conclusion would amount to A = C ( M ) .  But f is constant 
on each circle C concentric with the origin, so each frtnctioil in A is the 
uniform limit on C  of polynomials in z. This property is clearly not possessed 
by every continuous function, so we do not have A = C ( M ) .  In this case 
F ( M )  = { ( z ,  w ) :  bv = 1 z l 2  5 I], which is not polynomially convex since at 
eachpoint of the form (0, r 2 )  with 0 < r 5 1 the maximum principle applied 
to a polynomial pconsidered as a fiinction of the first variable shows that 
In fact, the polyl~o~nial hull of F ( M )  is just its ordinary convex hull. 
Wermer's conclusion is easily expressed as the conj~unction of the two 
statements 
(1) A contains the ideal of continuous functions which vanish on E; 
( 2 )  R(E) = { f [ E : f € A ) .  
His view suggests the consideration of two continuously differentiable 
functions f and g, and the set 
This definition of E reduces to the one above if g = z ,  since c;f = 0 if and 
only if df is a multiple of clz. 
In this more general situation statement (1) makes sense and is true [I]. 
However it is necessary to replace statement (2) by a description involving 
f and g .  A possible one is suggested below. Of course, if either f or g is a 
diffeo~norphism the problem is red~tced to Wermer's case in an obvious 
manner. On the other hand, the absence of such a global coordinate causes 
severe difficulties. 
But let us be bold and generalize considerably, to the case where M is 
a coinpact subset of a real continuously differentiable manifold of dimension 
n, F a set of continuo~~sly differentiable complex valued fitnctions on M ,  
and A the function algebra generated by F.  Here we set 
E = { p e  M :  clf, /\ ..+ /\ clf,,(p) = 0 for all 11-tuples f,, ...,j;, 
of fi~nctions in F ) .  
'Then statement (1) is true if M ,  = M and 
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(a) M is contained in a sufficiently diKerentiable ~nanifold of arbitrary 
dimension embedded in C", and E = @ (so that A = C(M)) [GI, and 
(b) M is contained in a real-analytic mallifold of arbitrary dimension, 
and F is an arbitrary set of real-analytic functions [2]. 
As an example where statement (1) can easily be verified, let 
M = ( ( x , y , t ) : ~ ~ + ~ r ~ f t ~ ~ I } ,  f ( , , y , t ) = x + i y = : z ,  g(x,y, t )=tZ,  
and h(x,  y ,  t )  = t .  If F = {f, g, h } ,  it is easily seen that F(M) is polynolnially 
coilvex in C3, and also that E = ((x, y, t): t = 0).  A contains the set of 
functions fh,  g, and h,  whic11 is closed ~ ~ n d e r  complex colijugation, separates 
the points of M-E, and has no cornnlon zero there. An application of the 
Stone-Weierstrass theorem shows that A verifies statement (1). 
To obtain a generalization of Wermer's conclusiorrs, let us consider the 
set H(F) of all contiiluously differentiable functio~ls f for which at each 
point p in M there exist f,, ...,f,, in F and co~nplex nulilbers . . a ,  A, s~tch 
that 
where tlf denotes the differential off  at p. In Wermer's example and the 
one above, H(F) consists of all fiinctio~is which satisfy the Cauchy-Riemann 
equations on E. When F is finite it transports H(F) over onto the set of 
~'ontinuously differentiable functions on F(M) which satisfy the induced or 
"tangential" Caucliy-Riema~in equations on F(M). 
- 
It is clear that A is contained in the uniform closure H(F) of H(F), since 
any polynomial in the f~lnctions of F is in H(F). A standard conjecture is 
-
that if M A  = M ,  then A equals N(F). This is verified in Wermer's case 
181 and in the three-dimensional example above. It is also true if M happens 
to be a polyl~omially convex real submanifold of C which is a Reinliardt 
set, meaning that together with each of its points z ,  M contains the orbit 
of z  under the natural action of tlie n-torus o n C .  It will be observed that 
these are very sharp restrictions on M ,  but the result is not completely 
trivial even for this case. 
The proof, as pointed out by H. Rossi, is a straightforward exfensioil to 
higher dimensions of a method which can be used for tz = 1, when M is 
aclosed disk. Stokes's theorem is used to show that tlie multivariate Fourier 
coefficients of a fi~nction f in H(F) on different tori are related as i f f  were 
holomorphic in a neighborhood of M, and to show that these coefficients 
vanish at any multi-index which has a negative integer in it. These properties 
mean that there is a power series in z , , . . . ,~ , :  whose restriction to any torus 
T in  M is the Fourier series for f o i l  T. The uniform contir~uity off  on M 
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is used to show that the Cesaro lneans of this power series converge uni- 
formly to f on M. This type of argument was used in C" originally by K. 
de Leeuw [4]. 
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